HealthcareMovers®
Innovation Brief
The interdisciplinarity of digital transformation in healthcare
Through many years of conducting the international HealthcareMovers (“HCM”) benchmarking healthcare
and life science innovation stakeholders, we recognize technology and business model trends early on. In
`continuous competitive strategy. Additionally, it supports you with further insights and helps you
uniquely in answering these critical questions:

§ Where is tomorrow's competition currently emerging?
§ What shifts in competencies derive from this?
§ How does this affect existing portfolio strategies?

§ What are hidden opportunities?
§ Where to play?
§ How to win?

We highlight the increase of interdisciplinarity necessary to propel and position innovation in therapeutic
specialties. We analyzed products & services of more than 2'400 companies in more than 100 life science
industry segments (see outer circle). Then, we mapped it against 42 therapeutic specialties (see inner
circle) in healthcare.
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This complex and inter-disciplinary landscape is the playground of any innovator & investors and is depicted
in this graphic. It highlights the need for investing in adjacent competencies to manage a broad network of
diverse stakeholders.
Many innovators, their advisors, and their investors are often "short sighted" in monitoring the competition.
Often the track 4 - 8 direct competitors, who's offerings plays in the same niche market for the exact
indication. In many client cases, the indirect, adjacent or emerging outside peers were bluntly overlooked.
As an example of interdisciplinary needs in applying AI-based imaging analytics algorthims, a
combination of hardware and software are used to detect lesions, fractures, and thrombosis for clinical
decision making. This data and information guides professionals in multiple medical disciplines, incl.
chronic diseases, geriatry or sports medicine. Due to the rising interdisciplinarity in healthcare innovation
and covergence through digital pathology solutions and digital biomarkers, cross-sectorial competition in
established markets become the "game changer".
HealthcareMovers will present deep dive insights on selected innovation topics. Follow our regular HCM
Innovation Brief on LinkedIn
Next steps, you can take today:
> Start an insightful dialogue at info (at) conceplus.com
> Follow our regular HCM Innovation Brief on LinkedIn
> Participate in our HCM 2022 Benchmark

About HealthcareMovers
The HealthcareMovers ("HCM") products and services support a concise, comparable, and crisp de-risking of
healthcare investments by predicting the competitiveness of innovators and their “vision-implementation-quality” early
on. The HCM is a healthcare industry-wide qualitative, comparative benchmark of pharma, biotech, medtech, ICT
sectors, selected providers, insurers, CROs, and academic institute stakeholders. We monitor the offerings of each
stakeholder across 5 key dimensions and associated management competencies. These are the interoperability of
data across domains, the progression strenght in novel technology field of applications, the agile business models, the
quality of strategic alliances, and the fous on patient-centric care competencies. It allows us to map companies
from 107 downstream segments/ sub-segments in healthcare, and then benchmark a stakeholder, a portfolio or a
market against global competitors.
About ConCeplus
ConCeplus GmbH is a visionary strategy consulting firm, based in Weggis, Switzerland. We advise clients and
institutions of all sizes, globally. We apply proprietary in-depth insights and excellence in Life Sciences & Healthcare.
ConCeplus supports its customer aspirational goals with enthusiasm and senior expertise. We utilizes its
proprietary research and network as a Think Tank to independently validate novel business approaches for flawless
deployment and long-term market access success.
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